
Aircard 770s Unlock Codegolkes

Enable the Auto-Lock Mode (Android only) by opening the device. The following article will be a
walkthrough on how to get Netgear/Sierra Aircard 770s mobile wi-fi modem and use it for other
service providers SIM type unlock codes. If the device does not have a number pad or number pad
requires a SIM card that does not match the SIM card the device was originally paired with, the …
After unlocking your Netgear/Sierra Aircard 770s mobile wi-fi modem from AT&T you can use the
Aircard 770s on any other supported providers. Unite dongle the other side is green. Setup is default
ie. I have a netgear mobile hotspot 707 that has a sim 1 and a sim 2 card in it. The sim 2 one wont
work with the sim 1 box but the boxes works fine with the sim 2. The sim 2 wont auto replace the
sim 1. Im trying to replace the sim 2 with a sim 1 and the sim 1 wont show in the sim 2 slot. It used
to show up and i havent changed anything. The sim 2 slot used to lock up as i swapped the devices.
Do you know what might be going on? Greetings, I have an unlocked Netgear 770A or 770S, I use
that sim as a backup in case my home phone is on the fritz. I use the SIM as a hotspot when at work
or travel. I have no issue with that one even when i switch from AT&T to Cricket or any other carrier
who's sim i use as a backup/ hotspot on my phone. Hi this is a real noob question, but my wife
borrowed my 770s in my name as she needed to be able to get internet while on vacation. She used
the sim I set up in the box but when she went to activate it, it said it was already activated from her
phone. I even tried calling her and the phone said something to the effect of that it was activated. so
I figured I activated it but it didn't really? and it's not on my list of devices in my home account
because it didn't really activate. any ideas? My wife received an open airicard and i want to get that
activated and use it so i can switch my wife out of her at&t contract and onto verizon. so i was
hoping to use the activating code on the at&t activate
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